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Approaching leadership
recruitment
Hiring an individual to lead a business services function in a
professional services firm is a complex job requiring the prescience
to understand exactly what skills and capabilities (and personality)
will be needed to meet strategic objectives.
Going further and then ensuring that your whole leadership team comprises the best
mix of talent, with each member taking on the right responsibilities, is another
step altogether.
In this guide, we explore the differences (and similarities) between some of the most
senior roles across business services functions in the legal sector, the roles and remits
of each, and the salaries/bonuses that firms typically offer across these critical jobs.
By so doing, we hope we can provide firms with a firm foundation for decision making when
recruiting individual leaders and leadership teams.
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Hiring great leaders goes beyond
securing any one individual. It’s
about achieving the right mix of
talent for a high-performing team.

Leadership in practice:
What differentiates Chief,
Director and ‘Head of’ roles?
This seemingly straightforward question hides considerable
complexities when considering the job descriptions for these roles.
Not only do individual firms vary in their approach to each role, depending on their own
structure, objectives and culture, but market trends shift too, meaning that even the
terminology can feel difficult to pin down.
In recent times, for instance, we have seen many more firms appointing standalone
Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) and Chief Operating Officers (COOs). Below those
positions, there has also been a shift, with the Director title (HR Director, Finance
Director, etc) increasingly giving way to Chief (Chief Marketing Officer (CMO), Chief
Financial Officer (CFO), and so on), with many firms wondering what, if any, difference
there is between the two.
We thought it would be helpful, therefore, to start by sharing our insights into the
different leadership roles across business services functions and how firms tend to
approach them in terms of their titles and remits. We will then move onto a discussion
of job descriptions, before looking at salaries and rewards. We also include ‘break out’
boxes as part of this report. These detail related discussions and ideas intended to
enhance the chief themes of the report.
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The CEO and COO
The CEO and COO roles have become far more common
in recent years.
The CEO position typically replaces
the traditional Managing Partner role,
allowing a business expert (rather
than lawyer) to determine and steer a
firm’s strategic direction – and allowing
lawyers to maintain their fee-earning
practices without having to blend it with
management/operations.
In law, the CEO role has tended to be
more popular among smaller firms that
have benefitted from the fresh insights
brought in by business expertise. Larger
firms have been more likely to stick to
more traditional Managing Partner/Senior
Partner structures.
The COO role, however, has taken off, with
a steady increase in their number among
the top-50 UK law firms. This reflects
the significant growth of such firms in
recent years and the impossibility of the
Managing Partner (MP) alone handling
operations, strategy and fee earning.
Allowing the MP to work alongside a COO
– the latter taking on internal operations
as well as some of the reporting lines from
the Directors/Chiefs – has enabled firms
to become far more efficient and effective.
It is interesting that with time, the
backgrounds of the COOs that firms are
hiring are changing to reflect the needs
of individual firms. Where once COOs
would have almost always come from
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finance backgrounds, it is becoming more
common today to appoint a COO plus
a CFO, freeing the COO from financial
responsibilities and allowing them to bring
different expertise to the table. Hence,
we have seen COOs coming from HR, BD,
management consultancy or IT, depending
on what capabilities the firm might need to
tap into for its next stage of growth.
We’ve also recognised that this is one
role where the chemistry between the MP
and COO is particularly key. That the MP
and COO can work together, contrast and
complement each other’s skills, seems
to be a vital component of a successful
hire at this level. Similarly, firms have
very individual approaches to the COO’s
reporting lines, with no obvious similarities
in how firms choose who should report
into the COO. Much depends on existing
structures and the culture/personalities of
the firm in question.
For these reasons, we always work in close
partnership with firms on recruitment
at this level, tailoring our approach to
the unique needs of the firm in question.
Those that have a keen sense of their
firm’s direction of travel, are in tune
with their existing leadership team’s
capabilities and personalities, and know
what areas need investment or additional
focus, are typically well placed to source
the right talent at this highest level.

The COO role, has
taken off, with a steady
increase in their number
among the top-50 UK
law firms.

Break out one:
The title debate:
Chief v Director
In recent years, something of a rivalry has broken out between the
use of the Chief v Director leadership titles. Until recently, the most
senior roles in business service functions (BD and marketing, HR,
finance, IT, etc) were always entitled Director.
The Chief title came later, often
denoting a broader and more senior
strategic remit, although it’s worth
remembering that this isn’t the case
for all firms: some still use Director
and it is interchangeable with Chief in
terms of seniority.
In general, however, the Chief title
implies a role that goes beyond
the function to encompass a firmwide leadership remit; Director
may be more specific to directing
the strategies and projects of that
particular team. It’s a fine distinction,
and as stated not applicable to
all firms, but the move to Chief
is becoming a more important
and common trend in leadership
recruitment.
There are reasons for this. At Totum,
we have been recruiting business
services leaders into this sector for
over 15 years; in that time, we have
seen firms changing their approach
to these roles. Just ten years ago,
business service leaders would
typically report into a Board.
Today’s leaders don’t just report in,
they sit on the Board themselves.

They are positioned at the heart of
the firm, are core to decision making,
lead on strategy, and they define and
implement change.
During this evolution, job titles have
also changed. Once considered to be
the domain of US firms, the ‘Chief’
title has now crossed the Pacific in
a big way. We have just completed a
piece of research on the top 50 firms
and over half of the leaders in these
firms across the different business
services functions now have the
Chief title. There are functions where
this title is more common, such
as finance, technology and HR, and
there are others that are playing catch
up, such as knowledge and risk. But
essentially, they are all moving in the
same direction.
Why does it matter? Some would say
it does not: it should be about what
you do and what you achieve that is
important. However, we think that
increasingly, yes, it does matter.
Within a sector that is going through
so much change and as firms
increasingly look outside of the

We fully expect these
‘Chief’ titles to continue
well into the future.
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sector for talent, the Chief title more
accurately reflects the roles that
business services leaders now play
within firms. Important too is the
perception of these titles amongst
potential talented candidates.
We know that a job that has the
‘Chief’ title is likely to attract more
candidates that now perceive this to
be a more expansive job role. Firms will
want to tap into that trend, regardless
of whether the role would in fact be
the same under the ‘Director’ job title.
In the past 12 months, we have
recruited several Chief roles including:
COO, CEO, Chief People Officer, Chief
Technology Officer and Chief Client
Development Officer.
This is a significant increase on just
a few years back when Director titles
would have been far more prevalent.

Functional Chiefs/Directors
and ‘Head of’ roles
In considering the role of the functional Chief/Director, we must accept that there may
be considerable variation in how firms individually define these roles, due to their own
culture/objectives and as influenced by changing trends (see the Chief v Director debate
outlined in break out one above). But we can look at these roles in some general terms.
A general definition to begin with:
a Director is one who directs, ie, is
the person in charge of managing a
department or directorate; a ‘Head of’
role tends to be a senior management
position that often takes responsibility for
established section teams – for example,
Head of Learning, Head of Recruitment,
Head of Digital, etc.

Chief/Director:

Head of:

•	A key member of the senior leadership
team and increasingly likely to sit on the
board.

•	Likely to oversee a particular team
within a function – eg, Head of Digital,
Head of Client Relationships, Head of
Programme Management, and so on.

The Chief/Director role is likely to look at
overall profitability and productivity of the
function. The ‘Head of’ either sits within
the functional leadership of a business
services team - ie, Marketing & BD, HR,
etc - and reports into the CMO/Director,
or in smaller firms it is the title used for
the lead divisional role but typically then
reports into the COO/MP or board.

•	Creates vision and strategy for the
function and may also have overall
responsibility for implementation and
budget.

When we work with firms on these roles,
we always tailor the specific requirements
to the needs of that business, but in our
experience the job descriptions/remits are
likely to follow the patterns below.
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•	The most senior member of the
function.
•	Provides leadership and direction for the
department (nationally, internationally
or globally).

•	Will have high levels of credibility and
leadership experience.
•	Reports into the Managing Partner /
CEO / COO.
•	May have responsibilities to collaborate
with other functions and practices
across the firm, helping to align business
services with overall strategic and
operational objectives.

•	The role may be more specialised and
require specific skills in a particular area
of expertise.
•	Their role will tend to be more handson and require the creation and
implementation of specific projects.
They may also be required to assist with
the management of the operations and
the delivery of strategic objectives.
•	They may not have the same influence
over the firm or the strategy and will
typically not sit on the board as a Chief
or Director would.
•	These roles often come with significant
people management responsibilities,
including providing wellbeing, training
and career development support.

Break out two:
Today’s Chief Finance Officer:
Step up to strategy
Law firm Chief Finance Officers (CFOs) and Finance Directors are
increasingly valued in their capacity as management level decision
makers who can effect change in every aspect of a firm’s strategy.
The traditional finance role that
focuses exclusively on revenue and
profit has therefore evolved from
operational to strategic. Moving
beyond financials, today’s law firm
CFO/Director focuses on positioning
the firm for growth, mitigating risk,
and optimising processes as they
seek new ways to remain competitive.
Wherever possible, they are leveraging
technology to increase efficiency and
enhance performance.

Simultaneously, CFOs and Finance
Directors face fierce rivalry when hiring
new and potential staff members.
Indeed, our research suggests more
than a quarter of them are concerned
about competitors poaching their
current staff. In our experience, high
quality finance candidates in the legal
sector are always in demand, but
perhaps even more so as firms find
their feet following a year of lockdowns
and continued uncertainty.

Such a diverse and evolving set
of responsibilities creates myriad
challenges for CFOs and Finance
Directors as they deal with the impact
of the pandemic and its aftermath.
According to Totum’s recent research,
the top two challenges cited by law
firm finance leaders are increased
pressure from clients to reduce fees
(76%) and the economic impact of
lockdowns (42%). Although fees are
a perennial source of contention, the
pandemic has naturally added
further pressure.

Overall, finance functions in law firms
are expected to grow, which will further
exacerbate competition for top talent.
Our research shows that a third of
respondent firms intend to increase
headcount in their existing finance
function in the next two years, with 9%
of them planning a headcount increase
of up to 20% over the next 12 months.
Meanwhile, a further 13% are planning
to put an entirely new team into
the function. Good leadership of the
fast-growing finance function has
never been more vital.

Top two challenges:

76%

increased pressure to
reduce fees.

42%

dealing with the economic
impact of lockdowns.

Today’s law firm CFO/Finance Director
focuses on positioning their firm for
growth, mitigating risk and optimising
processes as they seek new ways to
remain competitive.
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The job description:
Defining a leadership role
We have frequently helped firms to scope out roles and responsibilities
and define job descriptions based on our understanding of the
individual firm and broader market/candidate expectations.
Off the back of these we published a series of ‘How to…’ guides which provide advice
on recruiting across all these leadership roles. Each guide provides templates for
writing good job descriptions that will attract the best, most qualified candidates. For
roles that encompass a wide variety of responsibilities, often requiring collaboration
with a large number of internal and external stakeholders, it can be challenging to
pin down the specifics that need to be detailed in the description. But given the high
strategic importance of these roles, it is vital that firms take the time to clearly layout
requirements and expectations.
First and foremost, job descriptions should always start with the title, location, status
(full-time, part-time, hybrid, etc), who it reports into and details of direct reports. But
it is also vital for these roles that firms clearly state the context of the role (where it sits
organisationally (board/committee status, for instance), what operational functions
it leads and whether it’s a new or replacement post). It is also vital to detail the chief
priorities and purpose of the role. Candidates may be differently attracted to roles that
are either brand new to a firm or seek to further develop an established function/remit.
The more clarity firms can provide at this stage, the better chance of gaining the right
applications.
A Director role might replicate many of these areas – or have a more function-specific
focus throughout. Similarly, a ‘Head of’ role may include requirements for more
specialist skills/expertise (in, say, digital or recruitment, depending on the team the
candidate will be managing). Whatever the leadership position, however, responsibilities
should be laid out in a way that is both clear and specific to the role on offer. Planning
ahead is a key component of successful recruitment here. Once the basics are set out,
firms should then set out a clear list of the key responsibilities, so that candidates are
given a good sense of exactly what the role will entail across different areas of the
team and wider business. You can see an example of such responsibilities – in this
case, for a CMO role.
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Candidates may be
differently attracted
to roles that are either
brand new to a firm or
seek to further develop
an established function/
remit. The more clarity
firms can provide at this
stage, the better chance
of gaining the right
applications. You can
see an example of such
responsibilities in ‘break
out three’ – in this case,
for a CMO role.

Break out three:
The CMO: Examples of
responsibilities to include in a
typical job description

Strategy & planning:
Referring to how the role underpins the
firm’s strategic plans and any areas of
specific focus, particular to the role.

Operational excellence:
What elements of operational
oversight and implementation will
be required from the role – whether
independently or in conjunction with
other areas of the business.

Client/BD:
How the role will develop new and
existing client relationships and
oversee the client relationship
management and feedback
programme.

Leadership:
Both responsibilities to the function
itself as well as details of how the
role works in collaboration with other
members of the leadership team and
the rest of the business.

Financial performance:
How the role develops and manages
the function’s annual budget – and
collaborates with the finance function
on areas like pricing or matter
reporting.

Marketing & Comms:
Covering brand strategy
implementation, digital strategy,
thought leadership and internal and
external communications strategies.

Innovation and change: How the
role will be expected to contribute to
innovation and change across
the firm.

People & culture: The role’s influence
on people development, wellbeing
and wider cultural progression of the
function and firm.

Business Development:
Detailing responsibilities for
business development planning
and execution, from more strategic
activities (opportunity identification
and pursuit, competitive and market
intelligence, sector-based “go to
market” approaches etc) through to
core activities (credentials, pitching,
relationship mapping etc).

Responsibilities should be laid out
in a way that is clear an specific to
the role on offer.
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Salaries and bonuses
There may be many reasons why a talented candidate chooses a
particular leadership role with a firm.
In our experience supported by a LinkedIn
poll we recently conducted, we found
that culture/work environment, flexible/
hybrid working and career development
all scored highly as key motivators when
considering a new job or firm (each chosen
by around a quarter of respondents). But
salary and benefits still outscored the rest,
with a third of respondents selecting it as
the key factor in finding a new job.
In the leadership roles under discussion
here, awarding the right compensation
package is vital. Yes, great candidates
will be looking at wide-ranging criteria in
determining their next move but given the
expectations and pressure that comes
with these most senior roles, they need to
know that they will be getting a salary and
benefits package commensurate with the
level of commitment and responsibility
required. Not only does the package
need to be in line with competition
within the professional services sector,
but consideration should also be given
to wider industry too, if firms want to
compete for the broadest and most
diverse pool of talent possible.
With all this in mind, we spent some
time in recent months surveying firms
to ascertain salary and bonus bands for
the top leadership roles across different
business services functions. We provide
some of the details in the figures below
(further data on salary/bonus levels for
Chief and Director roles can be found
in our more detailed salary analysis,
‘Rewarding Leadership: Chief and Director
salary and bonus report’).
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The underlying trends are not hugely
surprising: at the top end of the salary
and bonus scales lie the standalone CEO
and COO roles, which each cover a huge
remit and firm-wide decision-making
responsibility. These are then followed by
the Chief/Director roles in Finance, then
People & HR, Risk/GC, BD & Marketing,
and so on.
As expected, ‘head of’ roles come in
behind the functional Chief/Director
roles. Head of salaries may vary widely
depending on the remit of the specific
role (and team size), but as a general
guide, we see Head of roles in London with
salaries on average between £95,000 and
£140,000, with non-London salaries a little
lower, averaging £79,200 to £100,000.

Average
salaries for CEO
and COO

£385,000 and
£308,000

Average salary
for Finance
Director

£249,000

Average salaries and bonus
percentages
The figures below provide additional details for the CEO/COO, Chief/
Director roles (see figure one). As well as average salary, they include
bonus percentages, representing the maximum bonus payable for
each function (firms awarding a combination of shadow equity points
and discretionary bonuses were asked to state the combined
total percentage).

Figure one: Average salaries and
bonus percentages for Chief/
Director roles by function*.

Average

Average

Salary

% Bonus

CEO

£385k

33

COO

£308k

32

Finance

£249k

22

People & HR

£209k

24

Risk / GC

£207k

22

BD & Marketing

£192k

22

Technology

£186k

21

Transformation & Change

£168k

20

Knowledge

£164k

21

Facilities / Real Estate

£161k

18

Project Management

£148k

17

*Contact us if you would like more information on specific salaries / positions. We are always
happy to share our insights.
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Trends also follow expected lines in terms
of salaries by size of firm. Hence, generally
speaking, smaller firms that report smaller
revenues offer lower salaries for their
Chiefs and Directors than larger firms
making more revenue (see figure two).
There are some exceptions here, however:
in the COO function, for example, there is
more salary fluctuation. This reflects the
fact that the COO job description can vary
considerably between firms, with some
roles encompassing a broader or more
senior remit than others.
In specific areas, we might see some
interesting shifts in salaries in future –
for example, in facilities we have seen
some new roles emerging with very
senior responsibilities, covering, for
instance, global real estate strategy.
While such roles are not yet common, we
have received an increasing number of
enquiries on scoping out jobs that address
important resourcing/office decision
making in the wake of the pandemic. In our
view, roles like this are likely to increase,
with salaries commensurate with their
high seniority and firm-wide remit.

New roles, with very
senior responsibilities,
are emerging in the wake
of the pandemic.

Figure two: Average functional salary
by size of firm.
CEO

COO

BD & Marketing

HR

Finance

Under £50m

£162k

£217k

£139k

£156k

£187k

£51m - £100m

£306k

£287k

£142k

£145k

£151k

£101m - £200m

£363k

£306k

£171k

£191k

£228k

£201m - £500m

£425k

£250k

£230k

£245k

£287k

£501m+

£501k+

£394k

£246k

£271k

£339k

Knowledge

Risk/GC

Project
Management

Transformation
& Change

Technology

Facilities

Under £50m

-

£113k

-

-

£119k

-

£51m - £100m

£121k

£133k

£125k

£159k

£127k

£132k

£101m - £200m

£128k

£188k

£138k

£163k

£159k

£179k

£201m - £500m

£173k

£208k

£126k

£150k

£196k

£138k

£501m+

£200k

£270k

£188k

£197k

£271k

£178k

Trends follow expected lines in terms of
salaries by size of firm. Hence, generally
speaking, smaller firms that report smaller
revenues offer lower salaries for their Chiefs
and Directors than larger firms.
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Recruiting your business services
leadership team
Placing candidates at these most senior levels of business services
requires considerable forethought.
As business services functions have
grown, become more sophisticated and
often taken on a global remit, firms know
they need to invest time and resources
into ensuring that those chosen to head
up these functions understand their
responsibilities, have clarity over their
purpose and feel comfortable in where
they sit – and how they will collaborate
– within and across the broader
organisation.
Functional Directors and Chiefs, while
responsible for their specific division,
increasingly find themselves accountable
to the wider firm for decisions that impact
on other functions or overall strategic
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objectives. This is reflected in the
increasing shift among firms to use the
‘Chief’ rather than ‘Director’ title, as the
responsibilities and remit of such roles
increasingly expand.

Those that define these key roles
carefully, source talent intelligently and
reward their leadership talent fairly, will
reap the benefits of a cohesive team that
will propel future growth.

As cross-functional Chiefs and/or
Directors collaborate more frequently, so
does it also become more important for
firms to ensure that this team of leaders
can work well together and complement
each other’s personalities and skills. This
requires an additional level of strategic
insight to be able to align existing
strengths with the skills and capabilities
that will be needed to meet
future objectives.

Totum has supported many firms to scope
out, and source talent for, leadership roles
and is always happy to share insights
into how successful firms structure their
business services leadership teams. If
you would like some advice or support in
your leadership recruitment, please don’t
hesitate to drop us a line.

For more information,
please contact:
Tim Skipper
tim.skipper@totumpartners.com

Deborah Gray
deborah.gray@totumpartners.com
Gary Jones
gary.jones@totumpartners.com

Follow
Totum Partners

Join the discussion
@TotumTalks

